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BP,(X) is the .reduced Brown-Peterson homology of a finite complex X for a fixed primep. 

We study a sequence of homology theories 

BP*(x) + . . . 
An. ” + 1) 

--t BP(n + l),(X) B BP(n),(X) 
An- I. n) 

+ BP(n - l),(X) 

+ . . . + BP(O),(X) 
PC- I,O) 

B BP( - l),(X). 

Our main result states that there is an 12 such that.. , p(n,n + l), ~(n - 1, n) are all epimor- 

phisms; each of the remaining homomorphism fails to be onto; and n is the projective dimen- 

sion of BP,(X) as a module over the coefficient ring BP,. 

The first two sections are introductory in nature while the third contains the core result. 

The reader should be pleased to know that $4-6 are independent of each other. 

$1. INTRODUCTION 

Let MU,( ) be the reduced complex bordism theory, the homology theory associated 

to the unitary Thorn spectrum MU. (This is also denoted by a,“( ) and @,( ) in the liter- 

ature.) This is a multiplicative homology theory with a particularly nice coefficient ring, 

MU, E Zf’yz, y, , . . . , y,, , . . .] (dimension yzn = 2n). In general, MCI,(X) is difficult to 

compute; so it was natural for Conner and Smith to consider the structure of MD;(X) as a 

module over M(/,[13]. Define horn dim,q,. MU,(X) to be the projective dimension of 

MU,(X) as a MU, module, i.e. the minimal possible length of a projective MU, resolution. 

Conner and Smith proved that for a finite complex X, the following statements are equiva- 

lent. 

(i) horn dim,“. MU,(X) < 1. 

(ii) The Thum homomorphism MU,(X) + H,(X; Z) is epic. 

(iii) The Thorn homomorphism induces an isomorphism Z @,wa. MU,(X) + H,(X; 

Z). [13, 3.1 l] k,( ) is the connective K homology theory associated to the connective BU 

spectrum; it is a multiplicative theory with coefficient ring, k*(S’) g Z[t] (dimension t = 2). 

Again, we have three statements for a finite complex. 
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(i’) horn dim,,. iML’,(X) < 2. 

(ii’) The Thorn homomorphism MCI,(X) +k,(X) is epic. 

(iii’) The Thorn homomorphism induces an isomorphism Z[r] QMLI, ML’,(X) + k,(X). 

Conner and Smith showed (i’) implies (ii’) and (iii’) which are equivalent [13, 11.21. 

Johnson and Smith 1191 then completed the analogy with the integral homology example by 

showing that (ii’) implies (i’). Their key step was in demonstrating that the statement, 

(iv) Multiplication by t in k,(X) is manic 

is equivalent to horn dim,,. MCI,(X) < 1. 

Baas [7], using ideas of Sullivan, constructed a tower of homology theories 

ML/*( )-... -+ MCi(n + l)*( > + M(i(n)*( ) + . . . --f MU(O)*( ) = H*( ;Z) 

such that Mci(n)*(.S’) g ZLvz,. . . , yzn]. A natural question [6] was whether there exist 

analogs of the theorems of Conner-Smith and Johnson-Smith for these intermediate theories 

We show in (4.24) that this is not possible without localization. 

Recall Zcpj is the integers localized at the prime p; i.e. the subring of rational 

numbers represented by fractions a/b where gcd (6, p) = 1. (Topologists frequently 

denote Zcp) by Q,.) Quillen [3; 271 described a multiplicative splitting of MC/,(X) @Z,,, 

into a direct sum of shifted copies of BP,(X), the Brown-Peterson homology of X [9]. 

BP,(X) is a module over the coefficient ring BP, = BP*(S’) z ZCpj [x,, x2,. . . , x,, . . .] 

where the dimension of x, is 2p” - 2. We define x0 to be the fixed prime p. By Quillen’s 

splitting, horn dim,,*gz(pj MI/,(X) 0 Z(,,, = horn dim,,*BP,(X). It is elementary that horn 

dim,“. Mu,(X) is the maximum of the horn dim,,, BP,(X)‘s for all primes. 

For BP, theories with the properties optimists had hoped for do exist. Using Baas’s 

approach to Sullivan’s theory of manifolds with singularities [7], BP, module theories 

BP(n),( ) with BP(n), = BP(n),(S’) z ZCpj [x,, . . . , x,] were constructed in [38]. These 

also fit into a tower: 

BP*( ) +. ..BP(n + l)*( ) ‘Xn BP(n),( )- 

..‘-BP(l)*( ) 
P(O, 1) 

A BP<O)*( ) 
PC- 1.0) 

B BP< - I),( ). 

They come equipped with exact sequences. 

BP(n),(X) 3 BP(n - l),(X) 

The interlocking nature of these theories makes them a powerful tool when they are all 

used at once. A few of them are already familiar: BP(O),( ) is homology with Zcpj coeffi- 

cients; we define BP{ - I),( ) = H,( ; Z,), mod p homology; and in (2.7), we prove 

BP(l),( ) is the summand of connective K-theory localized at the prime p [I ; 51. Our 

main theorem then reads: 

THEOREM 1.1. For X a finite complex, the follorcing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) horn dim,,. BP,( X) < n + 1. 
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(ii) BP,(X) --* BP(n),(X) is epic. 

(iii) The exact sequence 

,-+ BP< n+ l)*(X) ‘I?-: BP(~ + 1),(.X, ‘(,l. BP(n),(X) 
1 

is short exact in that An+i = 0. 

(iv) There is an isomorphism 

BP,(X) Oep,BP(n), -BP(n),(X). 

(v) Tory* (BP*(X); BP(n)*) = 0. 

(vi) There is an isomorphism 

BP+ +- l),(X) OZ~,~~xn+llZ~p~ --t BP(n),(X). 

(vii) Tor:(p@“+“(BP(n + l),(X); Z,,,) = 0. . . 
(viii) horn dim Mu.BZl,, Mu,(X) 0 -&, G n + 1. 

The proof is given in Propositions 3.8, 3.13, and 5.12. It is based on the “splitting 

theorem” of [38] which states that BP’(X) -+ BP(n)S(X) is Z,,,-split epic for s < 2@” + 
n-1 p f.. + p + 1). This is an analog of Conner and Floyd’s result that K’(X) is a direct 

summand of ML/‘(X) [lo]. Although we refer often to the fundamental work of Conner and 

Smith [13], the completeness of our theory allows for elementary proofs which should be 

easily understood without prior knowledge of Conner-Smith theory. 

A corollary to our main theorem and the splitting theorem is: 

COROLLARY 4.4. If X is a q dimensionalfinite complex and ifq < p” + . . . + p + 1, then 

horn dim aP.BP,(X) d n. 

This seems to be the first upper bound on the projective dimension of BP, (or complex 

bordism) modules. The theorem of Adams and Conner-Smith [l; 131 that horn dim,,. 

MU,(X) is finite for a finite complex is an immediate consequence of (4.4). 

How does one compute lower bounds of this invariant? Conner and Smith gave a lower 

estimate of horn dim,,,. MU,(X) which depends on the structure of possible annihilator 

ideals of elements of MU,(X). We replace this with the following ideal annihilator test. 

PROPOSITION 4.6. Let X be a finite complex. If x, ‘y = 0 for 0 #y E BP,(X), then horn 

dim,,.BP,(X) > n + 1. 

Also Conner and Smith gave a lower bound of horn dim,,,*MU,(X) involving the non- 

triviality of certain Steenrod operators [Ill. They noted that their new test was not as 

effective as their annihilator ideal estimate for a stable complex 

X(q, v) = So u2 e1 vi e3 u, e’ 

which they constructed using the first two elements of Hopf invariant one [I 1; 12; 141. This 

motivated the following improvement of their theorem. Incidentally, our new techniques 

applied to the study of X(q, V) show that this complex is a counterexample to the conjecture 

that the Conner-Smith program could be generalized directly [6]. 

TOP Vol. 12 No. 4-C 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a finite complex and let the mod p Steenrod algebra, d(p), 

operate on H*( X; 2,) in the obvious way. Let (Q,) be the two-sided ideal of d(p) generated by 

the Bockstein. Suppose there is a selection of operations b,, b2,. . . , b, in (Q,) such that the 

composition b,, b,. . . b, acts nontrivially on the image of BP(n),(X) + H,(X; Z,), then 

homdim,,*BP,(X)>n+k+lforn=-1,0,1,2 ,.... 

Conner and Smith use two spectral sequences in their work: one of the universal coefii- 

cient type and one of the Kunneth type. We observe that these can be combined to give a 

spectral sequence 

E:,,(X; Y) E Torir;(BP,(X); BP(n),(Y))* BP(n),(XA Y). 

Unlike Conner and Smith, our proofs do not use new spectral sequences. For completeness, 

however, we have included a discussion of some of the spectral sequences which arise from 

the Brown-Peterson tower of spectra. 

Finally, we begin a study of spherical classes in BP,(X). We raise some questions which 

do not seem to be tractable by our present methods. However, we prove the following 

theorem, the n = 1 case of which is the Stong-Hattori theorem [4; 15; 16; 17; 28; 341. 

THEOREM 6.1. If X is a finite complex rrith horn dim,,. BP,( X) < n, then the Hurenicz 

homomorphism 

BP,(X) -+ BP (n),(BP A X) 

is a monomorphism. 

Conventions. We shall work in Boardman’s stable category. In particular, we shall 

operate with two full subcategories. The first has as objects, pointed finite complexes; thus 

when we speak of a stable map of finite complexes, f: X -+ Y, we mean a stable homotopy 

class represented by a base-point preserving, continuous function between suspensions of 

the complexes, e.g. fi S”X ---t s” Y. By a “ connected ” spectrum, we mean one which is n- 

connected for some (possibly negative) integer n. The second full subcategory of Boardman’s 

which we shall work with is the one whose objects are connected C W spectra with Z(,,, 

homology of finite type. All homology and cohomology theories are reduced theories. This 

is no restriction, for we can add a discrete base point to a complex X to form X+ knowing 

that the reduced homology of Xf is the unreduced homology of X. Again, we remind topolo- 

gists that &,I is the integers localized at p (i.e. Q,) and we warn algebraists that Z, is the 

integers modulo p (i.e. Z/pZ). 

$2. THE BP TOWER 

In [Xi], a tower of BP module spectra was constructed using Sullivan’s theory of mani- 

folds with singularities [7]: 

BP= BP(a) 

An- 1, n) d-1.0) 

..-+BP(n) F BP{,, - I)+ ..*-+BP(O) B 

= KZC,, 

BP(-I) 

= KZ, 
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The module structure gives a natural transformation 

p(nG$: BP*(X) 0 BP(n)*(Y) -+ BP(n)*(Xr\ Y) 

Letting X = So, BP(n),( Y) is a module over BP,(S’) = BP, = .ZCpj [A’,, x2,. . .] where the 

degree of xt is 2pk - 2. It is convenient to define x0 to be p, the fixed prime in consideration. 

Multiplication by x, gives us an exact sequence (2.1) which we shall call the BPBockstein 

exact sequence 

BP(n),(X) ---=-+ BP(n)*(X) 17o1 BP(n - l)*(X) (2.1) 

1” 

The degree of ~(n - 1, n) is zero and the degree of An is - 2~” + 1. We have for positive n, 

BP(n), = BP(n)*(s’) = ZCpj [x,, . . . , xn]. BP(O), = Ztpj and BP( - l)* = Z,. For (- l)- 

connected spectra (including “ honest” complexes), p(n, co) : BP,(X) -+ BP(n),(X) is an iso- 

morphism for s < 2@“’ - 2. 

The fountainhead of our work is the following result of the second-named author. 

THEOREM 2.2 [38, Corollary 5.61. The homomorphisms p(n, co): BP”(X) ---t BP(n)“(X) 

and p(n, n + 1): BP(n + 1 >‘(X) -+ BP(n)‘(X) are epic for s < 2(p” + . . . + p + 1) and 

ZCp, - split epicfir s < 2(p” + . . . + p + 1). 

For most of our purposes, we need to transform this into a statement about homology 

theories. In this paper, we refer to Theorem 2.2 and its corollary (2.3) as the splitting theorem. 

COROLLARY 2.3 For Xafinite complex, the homomorphism p(n, co) : BP,(X) + BP(n),(X) 

and p(n, n + 1): BP(n + l),(X) + BP(n),(X) are Z(,, - split epic for all but finitely many 

dimensions. 

Proof. Let DX be a Spanier-Whitehead dual for X. For some large k we have duality 

(vertical) isomorphisms in (2.4). 

Bp’(DX) p(n+‘s m), p(n,n+l) 
BP(n + l)‘(DX) ------+ BP(n)“(DX) 

I 

G 

I 

I 

I 

3 (2.4) 

An+ 1, m) 

BP/t-,(X) - 
PC&n+ 1) 

BP(n + l)k-s(X) B BP(n),-,(X). 

For low s, the top horizontal homomorphisms are ZtpJ - split epic by Theorem 2.2. 

Let d(p) be the mod p Steenrod algebra and let Qi be the Milnor elements [23]. 

LEMMA 2.5 [38, Proposition 1.71. H*(BP(n), Z,) = d(p)/zf(p)(Qo,. . . , Q,) and if 

A,: BP(n - 1) -+ Szp”-r BP(n) is the map of spectra induced by (2.1), then A,*(l) = l.Q,,, 

0 #AEZ,. 

Remark 2.6. Smith [30] and Toda [35] have studied the existence of stable complexes 

V(n) satisfying the property that BP,( V(n)) E BP,/(p, xl,. . . , x,) or, equivalently, 

H*( V(n); Z,) E EIQo , Q,, . . . , QJ. A third equivalent property is that Tc,(BP(n) A V(n)) = 

BP(n),(V(n)) s Z,. So we can think of the V(n) existence problem as a factorization 
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problem. For a given prime p, for which n can we factor the Z, Eilenberg-MacLane spec- 

trum as KZ, N BP(n) A V(n)? 

The theories BP(n),( ) are new and unfamiliar; however, BP(l),( ) does have a 

familiar interpretation. It is a folk theorem that the spectrum for connective K-theory splits 

into p - 1 many shifted copies of a ring spectrum G when localized at p. G*(S’) = G = 

Z,,Jy] where the degree of y is 2p - 2. We shall show that G and BP(l) are homotopy 

equivalent. We need this identification so that the results of Section 6 give the Stong- 

Hattori theorem. We shall not prove the whole of the folk theorem, just enough to get a 

nice grip on G. Let b~(~) denote the spectrum for connective K-theory localized at p. 

PROPOSITION 2.7 

(i). There is a ring spectrum G and a map of ring spectra G --* buCpJ. 

(ii) G,( -) --f bu (P,.J -) maps isomorphically to a direct summand. 

(iii) There is a homotopy equioalence G z BP(l). 

Proof: We need the following results from the Adams, Anderson-Meiselman splitting of 

K-theory [I ; 51. K-theory localized at p has a natural, multiplicative, representable direct 

summand, Ko( -). (Notational warning: the subscript refers to the zero coset in Z, = Z/p2 

not to a dimension. See [ 1, pp. 90-921.) There is a periodicity isomorphism (2.8) given by 

the external product with a generator of Ko(S2p-2) 

$J: K,(X) L Ko(P-? A X). (2.8) 

KO(s”) = ~‘) ifn=2i(p- 1) 
otherwise (2.9) 

Let G(0) be the classifying space for the representable functor K,(-). The natural direct 

summand statement says that there is an equivalence ZtP) x B(/(,, g G(0) x Y for some Y. 

Let G(n) be the 2n(p - 1) - 1 connected covering of G(0). 

CLAIM 2.10. There is an equicalence R*(p-‘)G(n + 1) N G(n). 

Proof of claim. n2’p-“G(0) 2: G(0) by (2.8). G(0) N G( 1) x Z,,,; so R2(p-1)G( 1) ‘Y G(0). 

By (2.9) and the definition of the G(n)‘s we have a fibration, G(n + 1) --f G(n) -+ 

QZ,,, ’ 247 - I)). Applying the functor Q2(p-1), we get. G(n) = R2(p-‘)G(n + 1) --t 

G(n - 1) -+ K(Zc,, , 2(n - I)(p - 1)) by induction. 

The property (2.10) allows the spaces {G(n)} to define an omega spectrum G. (Note that 

the 2n(p - 1) st space of G is G(n).) Similarly, we can represent bz+,) = {buC,,(n)), where 

b+,)(n) is the 2n(p - 1) - 1 st connected covering of Zcp) x BU,,, . (Compare [2].) Again 

R2(p-‘)buCpj(n) N bu(,)(n - 1) by the same proof. Now by our construction and the splitting 

Of&P) x BU,P,’ we getbu(,,(n) ‘v G(n) x W(n), some W(n), giving us (ii). 

G(n?) A G(n) - - - - - - - - - - - --f G(I~ + n) 

I 

\ 
bL/(pj(ifL) A bLICp)(lL) - - - - 1 - 

1 

\ bL$.&L + n) - - - 3 

(2.11) 

G(O) A G(O) ’ GK?? 

\ 
I 

\ 
I 

bL+,,(O) A k,,(O) ’ hq JO) 
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To prove(i), we need to define the dashed arrows in (2.11) to make the diagram homotopy 

commute. The bottom square of (2.11) is given by the fact that &( -1 is a multiplicative 

summand of K-theory. G(m) A G(n) is 2(n + m)(p - 1) - 1 connected so the composition 

G(m) A G(n) -+ G(0) A G(0) + G(0) lifts uniquely to G(m + n). The maps for buu,) are defined 

similarly. The top square homotopy commutes since both compositions are the unique lifts of 

the composition, 

G(m) A G(n) + G(O) A G(O) -+ bq,,(O) A h+,,(O) + hqp)(o). 

We can now move on to (iii). Let BP(l)(n) be the classifying space for the functor 

BP(1)2”‘p-1)(-). F rom the exact sequence (2.1) and the fact that BP(O) = KZ(,,, , we see 

that RZ(p-l)BP(l)(n + 1) N BP(l)(n) and that BP(l)(n) may be taken to be the 2n(p - 1) 

- 1 connective covering of BP(l)(O). In [25; 381, BP(l)(O) and G(0) are shown to be 

homotopy equivalent. Thus BP(l)(n) N G(n) as spaces and BP( 1) N G as spectra. 

We want our map ~(1, co): BP--+ BP(l) to be equivalent to the standard map p: 
BP -+ G. The next proposition will suffice. 

PROPOSITION 2.12. There exists a homotopy equicalence f making diagram (2.13) homo- 

topy commute. 

BP P G 

(2.13) 

BP p(l.lo! BP(l) 

Proof: ~(1, co): Ez**(BP) 2 H*(BP; BP*) -+ E:**(BP) 2 H*(BP; BP(l)*) is epic. The 

two spectral sequences E:s*(BP) => BP*(BP) and Ef,*(BP) =c- BP{ 1 )*(BP) collapse and so 

~(1, co): BP*(BP) + BP( l)*(BP) is onto. Thus there is an f such that [p(l, co)$j = ~(1, co) 

[f] = [gap]. Now f must induce an isomorphism on n,(BP) and so f *: H*(BP; 2,) -+ 

H*(BP; ZJ = .&@)/(Q,) is an isomorphism. Since BP is a localized spectrum, this impliesf 

is a homotopy equivalence. 

For certain constructions, we need the module BP,(X) to be finitely generated over BP, 

when X is a finite complex. Originally, this was proved by Novikov and Smith independently 

[24; 321 using the properties of coherent rings. It is of interest that this work is independent of 

coherence; so we shall point out a more recent proof. Quillen [26] showed that for aconnect- 

ed complex of dimension k the MU, o oenerators of MU,(X) are in dimensions < 2k. 

MU,(X) is a finitely generated abelian group in dimensions < 2k; so Quillen’s theorem gives 

the finite generation result. A new proof of Quillen’s theorem using (2.2) can be found in [38]. 

The same proof shows that the ZCp, [Xi,. . . , X,] c BP, generators of BP(n),(X) are in 

dimensions < 2k. For BP{ l),(X), the generators are known to be in dimensions < k [33]. 

Question 2.14. Is it possible to give a more precise statement about the generators 

which depends on horn dim,,, BP,(X)? 
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$3. TORSION AND PROJECT’IVE DMENSION 

In this section, we prove perhaps the most interesting of the equivalences of the main 

theorem. We begin with a review of standard facts about localization and torsion (e.g. 

see [S]). 

Fix a graded, integral domain with unit, R,. It is convenient to assume that R, is 

concentrated in even dimensions. Let T c R,\(O) be a set containing 1 which is closed under 

multiplication (such is called a multiplicative set). Given a graded R, module M,, we define 

T-‘M, to be the set of equivalence classes of “ fractions” m/t, m E M, and t E T, under the 

relation induced by: 

m/t - nil t’*3 t, E T 3 t,t’m = t,tm’. 

Abusively, we let m/t stand for the equivalence class of m/t. T-‘M, is an R, module by the 

rules for addition and multiplication of fractions recalled from elementary school. A 

homomorphism of graded R, modules (of arbitrary degree), f: M, --t N,; induces a homo- 

morphism T-‘f: T-‘M, + T-’ N, by the rule (T-‘f)(m/t) = f(m)/t. We see that T-’ is an 

endofunctor of the category of graded R, modules and homomorphisms of arbitrary degree. 

There is a canonical homomorphism of graded R, modules 7: M* -+ T-‘M, defined by 

z(m) = m/l. We call it the localization homomorphism; it induces a natural equivalence of 

functors, 7: T-IR, ORaM* -+ T-’ M.,, defined on generators by ?(r/t 0 m) = (rm)/t. T - ’ 

is an exact functor and T-‘R, is a flat R, module. (Right exactness follows from the equiva- 

lence ?; left exactness is checked easily.) There is a category of R, module homology 

theories: the objects are homology theories E,( -) with nice natural pairings R, @ E,( -) -+ 

&( -) and the morphisms are natural transformations of homology theories (of arbitrary 

degree) respecting these natural pairings. The exactness of T-l means that it induces an 

endofunctor of this category of R, module homology theories. We call this induced functor 

T-’ also. 

Where there is localization, there is torsion. Fix a multiplicative subset T c R,\(O). An 

element of the kernel of the localization homomorphism T: M, -+ T-‘M, is said to be a 

T-torsion element of the graded R, module M,. If r(M,) = 0 (or equivalently, T-‘M, = O), 

we say M, is a T-torsion module. On the other hand, if 7 is a monomorphism, we say M, is 

T-torsion free. Iff: M, + N, is a homomorphism of graded R, modules, f is manic modulo 

T torsion (epic modulo T torsion; zero modulo T torsion) provided that T- ’ f is a mono- 

morphism (epimorphism; zero morphism). 

A motivating example concerns complex connective K-theory, k,( ), which is a module 

homology theory over the coefficient ring k,(S’) z Z[t]. T = {I, t, t’; ..} E Z[t]\{O} is a 

multiplicative set. T-‘/c,(X) may be identified with K,(X), complex K-homology theory 

(Notice that localization unconnects a connected homology theory when positive dimensional 

elements are present in T.) We now interpret the key result of [I91 as saying: k,(X) is T- 

torsion free if and only if the projective dimension of MU,(X) as a MU, module is at 

most one. 

Our attention will center on the case when R, = BP, z Zc,,[x,, x1, . . .I. Define T,, to be 

the multiplicative subset (1, x,, xnz, . . ,} c BP,\(O). As a convention, we let x0 denote p so 
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that T, = (1, p, p2; . .} and so that T; I is equivalent to the functor - @ Q. Note that an 

element y of a BP, module M, is a T,, torsion element if and only if x,‘y = 0 for some power 

s. A BP, module M, is T,, torsion free if and only if multiplication by x, in M, is a mono- 

morphism. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let cpx: E,(X) be a natural transformation of R, module homology theories 

defined on Boardman’s stable category [36] and let T c R,\{O} be a multiplicative subset. If 
qx is manic module T torsion (epic module T torsion; module T torsion) for all finite C W 

complexes, then cp.u is manic modulo T torsion (epic modulo T torsion; zero module T torsion) 

for all C W spectra in Boardman’s category. 

Proof E,(X) 2 lim E,(X,) and F,(X) z lim F,(X,) where the limits are taken over all 

finite subspectra of tz spectrum X [36, 12.i: lim is an exact functor which commutes 

with T-‘. 
--* 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a connected CW spectrum and let 0 < k < n. In the BP- 

Bockstein sequence (2. l), A, is zero modulo T, torsion (i.e. Ti ’ A, = 0). 

Proof By Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove the proposition for the case when X is finite. 

For k = 0, the result follows the fact that A. = 0 when X = So and from the usual Serre 

modulo-torsion theory. For k = n, it is an immediate consequence of the exactness of the 

sequence (2.1). Now suppose 1 < k G n - 1 and suppose (T; ‘A,)(y/x,‘) # 0 for some element 

y/x,’ E T;‘BP(n - l),(X) where X is a finite complex. Multiplication by X~ is an isomor- 

phism in T,J ‘BP(n),(X); SO 0 # (x,~)(TL ‘A,J(y/xk”) = (TT ‘AJ(x,‘y/xi) = )TF ‘A,)(x~-‘y/l) 

for all non-negative t. This implies A. is non-zero for infinitely many dimensions contra- 

dicting the splitting theorem (2.3). So T,J ‘A, = 0. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a connected CW spectrum and let 0 < k < n. If BP(n),(X) 

is T, torsion free, then BP(n + 1 ),(X) is also Tk torsion free. 

Proof Let T’ be the composition BP(n),(X) -+ BP(n),(X) A T; ‘BP(n),(X) where 

T is the localization homomorphism which is a monomorphism by the hypothesis. Since 

T,-‘A “+I - = 0 (3.2), the bottom row in diagram (3.4) is short exact. The top row is exact and 

the diagram (of abelian groups) commutes. 

BP(n),+, 2 BP(n + l),_z,n+l+z(X) 3 BP(n + l),(X) p(n, BP(n),(X) 

I r’. I T,-zp”‘l+2 I 7. I r’ (3.4) 

0 -- T;‘BP(n + l),(X) - T; ‘BP(n + l),(X) - K ‘BP(n)*(X) 

By an induction on dimension, r,_ ZP+ ,+* is manic. (We need the hypothesis that X is 

connected to start induction.) By the strong “five” lemma, T* is manic. This being true for 

all s, the localization homomorphism T: BP(n + l)*(X)+TL’BP(n + l),(X) is then a 

monomorphism. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let Xbea connected C Wspectrum and let 0 < k < n < m. If-BP(n),(X) 

is T, torsion free, then BP (m),(X) and BP,(X) are Tk torsion free. 
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Proof. Use the obvious induction to show BP(m),(X) is T, torsion free. Observe that 

BP,(X) = BP(n),(X) for some large M. 

COROLLARY 3.6. Let X be a connected CW spectrum. If BP(n),(X) is T,, torsion free, 

then BP(n + l),(X) is T,,, torsion free. (If A,, = 0, then A,, + I = 0 or if p(n - 1 1 n) is epic, 

then p(n, n + l)(is epic.) 

Proof. BP(n + l),(X) is T,, torsion free (3.3); so A”+ i = 0 in the BP Bockstein sequence 

(3.2) implying multiplication by x.+r is manic in BP(n + l),(X). 

COROLLARY 3.7. Let X be a connected C W spectrum and let 0 < k < n. p(n, 00): 

BP,(X) + BP(n),(X) is epic module T, torsion. Furthermore, ifBP(n + l),(X) is T, torsion 

free, then p(n, co) is epic. 

Proof. Implicit in the splitting theorem (2.3) is the fact that for a finite complex X, 

there is an integer m such that p(m, 00): BP,(X) --+ BP(m),(X) is epic (namely an m such 

that a Spanier-Whitehead dual of X has dimension less than 2(p” + . . . + p + l).) So the 

first statement for a finite complex follows from the fact that p(m - 1, m), . . , p(n, n + 1) 

are epic module T, torsion (3.2). This is generalized to C W spectra by (3.1). If BP(n + 1 .(X) 

is T, torsion free, A,,+ i = 0 (3.2) and p(n, n + 1) is epic. By iteration of Corollary 3.6, 

p(n, n + l), p(n + 1, n + 2), . . . are epic. 

~OPOSITION 3.8. For a connected C W spectrum X, the follobving three conditions are 

equivalent: 

(i) p(n, co): BP,(X) + BP(n),(X) is epic; 

(ii) p(n + 1, n): BP(n + l),(X) -+ BP(n),(X) is epic; 

(iii) BP(n + l),(X) is T. + I torsion free. 

Proof: The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from the BP Bockstein exact sequence 

(2.1). The implication (iii) * (i) is in (3.7). Since p(n, co) = p(n, n + l)o p(n + 1, co), (i) 

implies (ii). 

As Larry Smith remarked [31] on the analogous theorem relating integral homology, 

connective K-theory, and complex bordism, this proposition gives a curious phenomenon. 

Thinking cohomologically and letting X be a finite complex, this proposition says that if 

eEery stable map f: X-t BP(n) lifts through p(n, n + 1) to f ‘ (in diagram (3.9), then ecery 

such f lifts through p(n, co) tof”. 

(3.9) 
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The modifier ecery is essential. It is easy to construct examples of complexes X such that 

there is an t( E H,(X; Z,) which is the mod p reduction of an integral homology class which 

is not Steenrod representable (not in the image of the Thorn homomorphism MU,(X) * 

H*(X; Z).) 

So far in this section, our results have been corollaries to the splitting theorem. Now to 

prove results about projective dimension, we need more data. Our proofs tend to be induc- 

tive; so the following definition of horn dim,,+ M,, M, a graded BP, module, suits our 

purposes. horn dim,,. M, = 0 if and only if M, is BP, projective. If M, is not BP, projective, 

let 0 -+ N, --*P, --+ M, --+ 0 be a short exact sequence of graded BP, modules with P,, BP, 

projective. We inductively define horn dim,,.M, = 1 + horn dim,,*N,. Our inductive step 

will use a geometric resolution theorem which was proved by Conner and Smith using the 

basic idea of Atiyah as adapted by Landweber. To begin induction, we need the purely 

algebraic fact that graded projective Zcp)[x,, x2,, . .] modules are free [13, 3.21; we omit its 

proof. Also we need the theorem of Conner and Smith that BP,(X) being a free (= projec- 

tive) BP, module is equivalent to H,(X; Z,,,) begin Zcp) free. We feel the reader will appre- 

ciate our inclusion of sketches of Conner and Smith’s proof of this last result and of the 

resolution theorem. 

PROPOSITION 3.10 (Conner-Smith). Let X be a connected C Wspectrum with H,(X; Z,,,) 

of finite type. H*( X; Z(,,) is free Zcpj if and only if BP,( X) is BP, free. 

Sketch proof. If H,(X; Z,,,) is Zcpf free, the spectral sequence 

E:,,(X) g H,(X; BP,) - BP,(X) 

collapses as the differentials are torsion valued. Thus the associated graded object E:,(X) = 

E&(X) r H,(X; Z(,,) 0 BP, to the filtration of BP,(X) is BP, free implying BP,(X) is BP, 

free. Now assume BP,(X) is BP, free. If H,(X; Z,,,) has torsion, it is easy to show using the 

above spectral sequence that the lowest dimensional torsion element y is in the image of 

~(0, co): BP,(X) -+ H,(X; Z(,,) which factors through p=): BP,(X) @Bp.Zcpj + 

H,(X; Z,,,). So pG)(z) = y for some z E BP,(X) @Bp,Zcgj which is a torsion free group. 

We perceive a contradiction when we note that PG) @ Q is an isomorphism, z @ 1 # 0, 

andy@l =O. 

Definition 3.11. For - 1 < n < co, a (geometric) BP(n), resolution of a connected 

CW spectrum X is a stable cofibration of connected CW spectra WL A 5 X such that 

H,(A; Z) is free abelian and the induced sequence 

0 + BP(n),(W) 2 BP(n),(A) 2 BP(n),(X) -+ 0 

is short exact. 

PROPOSITION 3.12 (Conner-Smith). Every connected C Wspecrrum hasa BP, = BP(oo), 

resolution. 

Sketch proof for a finite complex. (The extension to connected C W spectra is given in 

[20] and is credited to Smith.) Given a finite complex X, we choose a Spanier-Whitehead 
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dual DX. MCJ*(DX) is finitely generated over MU*, say byf,: DX+S”‘MU. Let (S”iMU)ki 

be the ki skeleton of S”‘MU where the ki + dimension of DX. Then H*( v i(S”iMU)ki;Z) 

is free abelian and ( v fi)* : MU*( v (Y’MU)“; Z) -+ MU*( DX;Z) is epic. Let A be a dual of 

v’(S”~MU)~‘; so we get a stable cofibration. W ’ + A L X with H,(A; Z) free abelian and 

MU*(f) epic. Thus BP,(f) is epic as required. 

PROPOSITION 3.13. For a connected CW spectrum X n?th H,(X; Z,,,) ofjinite type, the 

following statements are equivalent, - 1 < n. 

(i) horn dim,,. BP,(X)<n+ 1. 

(ii) p(n, 00): BP,(X) + BP(n),(X) is epic. 

(iii) BP(n + l),(X) is T,,, 1 torsion free. 

Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was noted in (3.8). The proof is by induction on n. 

Proposition 3.10 gives the n = - 1 case. Use Proposition 3.12 to choose a BP, resolution of 

X inducing the commutative diagram (3.14) with exact rows. 

o- BP*(W) 81 BP*(A) fl BP*(X) - 0 

I PI,. I P.I 

r BP(n)*(W) 2 BP(n),(A) f3 BP(n)*(X) 1 
I I 

Note that since H,(A; Z) is free abelian, BP(n),(A) is T, torsion free and pA = p(n, CO) is 

epic (3.6 and 3.7). px is epic modulo T, torsion (3.7); so by commutativityf, is epic modulo 

T. torsion and by exactness g2 is manic modulo T. torsion. We complete the proof: 

px is epic-f, is epic-g, is manic =-BP(n),( W) is T,, torsion free- horn dimBp,BP,( W) 

< no horn dimBp,BP,(X) < n + 1. 

The next-to-the-last equivalence was by induction. 

COROLLARY 3.15. Let X be a connected C W spectrum Gth H,(X; Z(,,) offinite type. X 

has a BP(n), resolution if and onfy if horn dim,,. BP,( X) < n + 1. 

ProoJ Consider diagram (3.14). If horn dim,,. BP,(X) G n + 1, px is epic (3.13) and 

thus f2 = BP(n)*(f) is epic. Conversely: if X has a BP(n), resolution, BP(n),(f) 0 pA = 

f2 0 pA will be epic forcing px = p(n, co) to be epic. Thus horn dim,,,BP,(X) < n + 1 (3.13). 

$4. ESTIMATES OF horn dim,,,BP,(X) 

We collect some diverse ways of computing the invariant, horn dim,,.BP,(X). The 

dimension estimate (4.4) which gives an upper bound of the invariant is new; the other 

estimates, both of which give lower bounds, are improvements or adaptations of techniques 

found in the papers of Conner and Smith. The section ends with a discussion of relations 

between the two lower bound estimating techniques and computation of examples. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X be a finite complex rvith Hk(X; Z,,,) T,, torsion free for k >, 

2(p”+ 3.. +p + l), then p(n - 1, n); BP(n)*(X)-+ BP(n - l)*(X) is epic. 
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Prooj: The usual spectral sequence, 

E;**(X) z H’(X; BP(n)*) * BP(n)*(X) 

shows that BP(n)k(X) is r,, torsion free for k > 2(p” + . . . + p + 1). Now let us consider the 

cohomology version of the BP Bockstein sequence 

p(n- 1.n) 
BP(n)‘(X) p BP(n - l)‘(X) -% BP(n) s+zp- l(X). (4.2) 

An is TO torsion valued (3.2); so ~(n - 1, n) is epic for s 2 2(p” + . . . + p + 1) - (2~” - 1). 

By the splitting theorem (2.2), ~(n - 1, n) is epic for s < 2(p”-’ + . . . + p + 1). 

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let a jinite complex X GR’ hare H,(X; Z,,,) T, torsion free for 

s < k. If t < k + 2(p” + ... + p + I), then horn dimsp.BP,(X) < n. 

Proof. Let N be a regular neighborhood of X c R’. X E N is a homotopy equivalence 

and N is a t dimensional manifold with boundary. The tangent bundle of N is trivial; so N is 

BP orientable. Using the BP module structure of BP(m), there are duality isomorphisms 

BP(m)q(N/dN) z BP(m),_,(X+). For q > 2(p” + ... + p + 1) B t - k (implying t - q 

< k), the BP(O) duality and the hypothesis imply Hq(N/8N; Z,,,) is T,, torsion free. Propo- 

sition 4.1 applies to N/dN to imply that p(n - 1, n): BP(n)*(N/dN) -+ BP(n - I)*(N/dN) is 

epic. Using the BP(n - 1) duality, we have ~(n - 1, n): BP(n),(X+) -+ BP(n - 1),(X+) is 

epic. By (3.13), horn dim,,. BP,(X) = horn dim,,, BP,(X+) < n. 

COROLLARY 4.4 (Dimension estimate). If X is a q dimensional finite complex and if 

q <p” _t ... + p + 1, then horn dim,,. BP,(X) < n. 

Proof. This follows by letting k = 0 and t = 2q + 1 in Proposition 4.3. Note that 

q<p”+.. .p + 1 implies 2q + 1 < 2(p” + . . . + p + 1) as required. 

COROLLARY 4.5 (Adams, [l]; Conner and Smith [13]). If X is a finite complex, then 

horn dim,+,“, MU,(X) is finite. 

PROPOSITION 4.6 (Ideal annihilator estimate). Let X be a connected CW spectrum with 

H*( X; Z(,,) ofjinite type. If x, ‘y = 0 for 0 # y E BP,(X), then horn dim,,. BP,(X) 2 n + 1. 

Proof. Immediate from (3.5) and (3.13). 

Let c:&(p) -d(p) be the canonical antiautomorphism of the mod p Steenrod algebra. 

Since the Bockstein Q, (Q, = Sq’ ifp = 2) is primitive, c( Q,) = - Q, . Thus c restricts to an 

antiautomorphism of (Q,), the two-sided ideal generated by Q, . The universal coefficient 

theorem isomorphism Hq(X; Z,) + Homzp(Hq(X; Z,); Z,) defines a dual pairing ( , ): 

Hq(X; Z,) @ H,( X; Z,) --+ Z, . For a ~&g(p) of dimension r and x E H,(X; Z,), define 

ax E H,_,(X; Z,) to be the homology class defined by (4.7). 

(y, ax) = (c(a)y, x) for all y E Hq-‘(X; Z,). (4.7) 

This defines a left d(p) module structure on H,(X; Z,). 

THEOREM 4.8 (Steenrod operation estimate). Let X be a connected CW spectrum with 

H,(X; Z(,,) ofjinite type. If there is a selection of operations b,, b,, . . . , 6, in (Q,) such that 

the composition b,b,. . . bk acts nontrivially on the image of p(- 1, n): BP(n),(X)-+ 
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H,( X;Z,), then horn dim,,, BP,(X) > n f k + 1. In particular, if b p( - 1, n)(x) # 0 for 

b E (Q,) and x E BP(n),(X), then x is not in the image of p(n. T.J) : BP,(X) + BP(n),(X). 

proof. A BP resolution of X, W --, A L X induces the exact rows of the commutative 
diagram (4.9). 

II 
BP*(A) - BP*(X) - 0 

I PI ! P2 

BP(n),(A) L.5 BP(n),(X) L BP(nM W) (4.9) 

H*(A; 2,) L H,(X; 2,) 2 H,(W; Z,) 

Since H,(A ; Z) is free abelian (3.1 I), pI and p3 are epic (3.6 and 3.7) and (Q,) acts trivially 

on H,(A; Z,). By hypothesis, 0 # b,b, . . . b,p,(x) for some x E BP(n),(X). 

CLAIM 4.10. 0 # d,b, . . .b, pz,(x) = 6,. . . b, d,p,(x) = b, . . .b, p; a,(x). 

Proof of claim. Suppose d,b, . . . b, p4(x) = 0, then b2.. . b, pz(s) = f3p3p1 (a) for some 

CI E BP,(A). So 0 # b,b,. . . b,p,(_r) = b1f3p3p,(a) =flb,p,p,(n) which gives the absurd 

conclusion that b, E (PO) acts non trivially on H,(A; Z,). 

Conclusion of prooj: Thus x 4 Image pz = Image pz 0fi = Imagef, 0 pi, else a,+) = 0 

contradicting (4.10). If k = 1, the failure of p2 to be epic implies horn dim,,. BP,(X) 2 n + 2 

(3.13). If k > 1, by an induction on the length of the compositions of operations of (PO), 

0 # b2. . b,p5d,(s) implies horn dim,,. BP,(W) > n + (k - 1) + 1. This implies horn 

dim BP.BP*(X)>n+k+ 1. 

By Spanier-Whitehead duality, we can do the entire homological dimension theory for 

Brown-Peterson cohomology modules over the cohomology coefficient ring BP*. In general, 

the resulting invariant horn dim,,,BP*(X) is not equal to horn dim,,.BP,(X) (see (4.29).) 

COROLLARY 4.1 I (Conner and Smith [l 11). Let X be u finite complex. If there is u 

selection of operations b,, b, , . . , b, in (Q,) such that the composition b, b2 . 6, acts non 

trivially in H*(X; Z,), then both horn dim,,. BP,(X) k k and horn dim,,. BP*(X) > k. 

Proof. b, b2 . . 6, acting non trivially in H*(X; Z,) implies c(b,). . . c(b2)c(b1) acts non 

trivially in H,(X; Z,). Apply (4.8) and its dual. 

We now have two techniques for computing lower bounds of horn dim,,*BP,(X). 

Neither is generally effective. One only has to resolve a complex X having horn dim,,. 

BP,(X) = n + 1 with a BP, resolution W + A + X to obtain a complex W with no BP,(W) 

annihilators and horn dim,,_ BP,(W) = n. Conner and Smith show how a stable homotopy 

class y E 7&_ L of odd order 4 which is in the image of the J homomorphism gives a stable 

complex X(y) = So u qe’ u egzmf I with horn dimMu* MU,(X(y)) = 2111; 12, Section 2; 14, 

7.21. If y is not detected by a mod p Hopf invariant, the Steenrod operation estimate will 

give the correct, but useless, information that horn dim,,. BP&X(y)) > 1. 
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How are the ideal annihilator estimate and the Steenrod operation estimate related? In 

general, not very well. In the special case when 0 = ,Y;y for y E BP,(X) and 0 # p( - 1, co)(y) 

E H,(X; Z,), a relation becomes clear however. The reader has probably recognized that 

the BP Bockstein sequence (2.1) has a ‘* first differential ” 

BP(n - l),(X) -% B&n), - zP”+l(X) po BP<n - l),-,,,+,(X) 

which gives an operation p(n - I, n) 0 An E BP(n - 1) ZP”‘-‘(i?P(n - 1)). A relation between 

the two estimates in special cases derives from the fact that this operation “covers” a non- 

zero class in H2p”- ‘(BP(n - 1); Zp) r Z, . In the following, we assume a familiarity with the 

notation of [23]. 

LEMMA 4.12. Let I E H’(BP(n - 1); Z,) z Z, be a generator, then a generator of 

HZP”-‘(BP(n - 1); Z,) 2 Z, is Q.1 = -c(~~“~‘~~~~~~‘Q~)I. 

Proof: From (2.5), it follows that Q. is trivial on H’(BP(n - 1); Z,) for i < 2p” - 2. 

For 2 6 m < n and .Y E HZ”“-2p”(BP(n - 1); Z,), Q. c(Ppm-‘)x =O. Now we 

computeinductively that Q,.Y = -c(Q& = -c(.P~“-~Q,_, - Qm_,P’““)~ = -c(Q,_,) 

c(PPp”_ ‘)X + c(.C?p”- ’ )c(Q,_ 1)~r = -c(Q~)c(~~)~-~c(~~~-~)c(.P~~~‘)x + 0 (induction) = 

-c(9’p’“-‘~+‘1Qo)~r. 

LEMMA 4.13. p(-1,O): HZp”-‘(BP(n - 1); ZCP,)+ HZP”-‘(BP(n - 1); Z,) is an 

isomorphism. 

Proof. It is easy to check that H 2p”-‘(BP(n - 1); Z(,,) is a finite cyclic group (a Z,) 

mapping onto the mod p reduction. It suffices to show that HZP”-‘(BP(n - I); Z,,) r Z, 

and this is done by using the classical Bockstein sequence (4.14) which defines Q,. 

H’p”-2 (BP(n - 1) Z,) Q” - HzP”-‘(BP(rl - 1); Z,) + H’P”-‘(BP(n - 1); Z,‘) 

r: ~~p”-l(BP(n - 1); z,)... (4.14) 

By Lemma 4.12, Q, is an epimorphism. By exactness, p is then manic as required. 
&! 

BP(/Z - l} ) s’p”- 1 BP(n) 

I P(O* n) 

” 

S2p -‘KZCp, 

P \ 

(4.15) 

LEMMA 4.16 Diagram 4.15 commutes up to multiplication by a unit of ZCp, 

Proof: Both p(-l,O)sp(O,n)oA,=p(-l,n)aA, and c(Q~)~c(~~“~‘~~~~~~‘)~ 

PC- 1, n - 1) = c(~~“~‘...~P~‘Q,) 3 p(- 1, n - 1) determine non-zero classes in 

HZp"- ‘(BP(n - 1); Z,) g Z, by (2.5) and (4.12), respectively. The triangle commutes up 

to sign. By Lemma 4.13, A, 3 ~(9~“- ...9pB1) 0 p(- 1, n - 1) and ~(0, n) 0 A. both give 

non-zero classes in HZP”-‘(BP(n - 1); Zcp,) 2 Z,. 
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COROLLARY 4.17. rf 0 # a = c(Q,(~‘Q~).‘.(~~“~‘...~~Q~))~ E H,(x; z,), #XV 

).a = p( - 1, n)A, . . . ArAe for some 0 # 1. E Z, 

Proof. By hypothesis, a = c(9’“-’ . . . 8’Q,J. . . c(B’ QO)c(Q,)b. Inductively, one proves 

J.’ ~(-1, q)o A4 “*A1 0 A0 (6) = c(.P’“-’ ~~~~lQo)~~~~(~lQPo)~(Qo)(b) using the fact from 

(4.16) that c(P“. . . a’Qo)o~(-l, q)=E.” ~(-1, q+ l)sA,+, wherek’andi.“arenon- 

zero elements of Z, . 

Example 4.18. Let I, E H”(K(Z,, n); Z,) be the fundamental class and let f: B(Z,,)“= 

K(Z,, 1)x ... x K(Z,, l)‘K(Z,, n) classify the n-fold external product rI x . . . x rr E 

H”(B(ZJf ; Z,). For 0 <q ,< n - 2, 0 # Q,(~lQ,)...(~p’...~lQ,)(l, y ... x IJ = 

r*(Q,<~lQQ,,...(~p’...~‘Q,,l.,. BY (4.17), A,,,: BP(q),+,,,+I-,(K(Z,,n))~ 
BP(q + l),(K(Z,, n)) g Z, is non-zero. Let cr, E BP,(K(Z,, n)) g Z, be a generator. We 

see that x4+rp q ( + 1, ~)(a,) = 0 for 0 < q < n + 2. For dimensional reasons, this implies 

that xq+ rcr, = 0. So p, xl,. , x,_ 1 all annihilate 0,. This fact is essentially Theorem A 

of [29]. 

We shall use the following technical proposition for computing examples. it is aspecial 

case of Corollary 2.4 of [14] designed to deal with the important class of stable complexes of 
form SO “e’ ” $“L + 1 ” . . . ” ++ 1, 

PROPOSITION 4.19. Let Y be a connected C W spectrum with Zcpj homology ofjinite type 

and satisfying the following. 

(i) Hi(Y;Z&=Ofori<kori=k+l. 

(ii) Hk( Y; Z(,,) g Z,. for s > 0, wifh generator go. 

(iii) Hi( Y; Z(,,) is Zcp, free for i > k + I. 

Let gn = ~(0, n)- ‘(go) E BP(n),(Y). Lef 7* E Hk+’ (Y; Z,) r Ext(H,( Y; Z,,,); Z,) be c1 

generator. We conclude: x,p’- ’ cn = 0 if and only if yp”- ’ . ’ PpP1 r* # 0. 

Proof. By the exact sequence (4.20), r = A; ‘(p’-’ co) E H,, 1( Y; Z,) is a generator. 

0 = Hk+ r( Y; Z,,,) - H,+ I( Y; Zp> 5 Hk( Y; Zcp,) ‘p Hk( Y; Z(,,). (4.20) 

Without loss of generality, we may choose 7 * to be dual to 7. In what follows, we shall 

ignore “ up to multiplication by a unit of Zcp)“. By (4.16), the diagram (4.21) commutes; the 

sequence is exact. 

BP(q - l)~+zp_-l(Y) ---+& BP(q),(Y) 
‘&I 

A BP(Y) kfZp4-Z(Y) 

Hk( YZ,,,) (4.21) 
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If -r,ps-’ g, = 0, then p’-’ on = A.(y) for some y E BP(n - l)k+Zpn_ ‘(Y). So ps-‘aO = 

~(0, n)(p”-‘a,) = ~(0, n)A,(y) = A,c(B~“‘-‘~~~~~~‘)~(-I, n - l)(y) and so ~p’-‘...~p 

9’ 5* # 0. 

We now assume ~p”-‘...~pq-‘.. . gPp’r* # 0. We prove the converse by proving 

inductively (4.22). 

4.22. If 0 # y E BP(q),{ Y) and xq . y = 0, then y = lps- ‘aq E BP(q),( Y) for some unit 

i. of zc,, . For q = 0, (4.22) is the obvious statement about the T, torsion of H,( Y; Z(,‘). 

Assume the statement for 0, 1,. . , q - 1 < n. Analysis of the BP Bockstein sequences (2.1) 

in the light of this assumption shows that in dimension k + 2p’ - 1, p(- 1, q - 1) = 

p(-1, O)op(O, l)o... o p(q - 2, q - I) is epic. Thus both paths of (4.21) are non-zero, 

in dimension k, Image A4 = ~(0, q)-‘Ao(Hk+ ,( Y; Z,)) which is additively generated 

bypS-‘a,. 

Suppose x4v = 0 for some 0 # y E BP(q),(Y). We may write y = xq’z where 0 # 

p(q - 1, q)(z) E BP(q - l),(Y). Since y is T,-torsion, it, z, and p(q - 1, q)(z) are T,_‘- 

torsion. So (xq- ‘)“p(q - 1, q)(z) = 0 for some smallest integer u. By (4.22) for q - 1, 0 # 
(x,_‘)“p(q - 1, q)(z) implies (x,_‘)“-‘p(q - 1, q)(z) = Aps-‘aq_‘, 1. is a unit of Zcp’. So 

u = 1 and p(q - 1, q)(z) = Ap’-’ cr4-,. p(q - 1, q) is manic in dimension k; so z = E.psps-‘aq 

which is in the image of Aq. Thus 0 = xqz and t = 0. We conclude y = Jpsps- ‘aq as required to 

confirm (4.22) for q. 

Example 4.23. Using the first two elements of Hopf invariant one, Conner and Smith 

construct a stable complex X(q, v) = So u2 e’ u,,e‘l uV e’ [I 1, p. 480; 12, Section 3; 14, 

pp. 166-1681. The homology of X(~I, v) satisfies the hypothesis of (4.19). Conner and Smith 

show that Sq4Sq2Sq’ : H’(X(n, v); Z,) -+ H’(X(q, v); Z,) is an isomorphism. Recalling 

9’ = Sq4 and 9’ = Sq4 when p = 2, (4.19) says that x’c’ = 0 and x2 cr2 = 0 where 6’ E 

BP(l),(X(q, v)) r Z, and c-s2 E BP(2),(X(r], v)) E Z, are the nonzero elements. By BP 
Bockstein sequences (2.1), these two facts imply BP(l),(X(q, v)) = 0 and ~(1, 2): 

BP(2),(X(q, v)) -+ BP(l),(X(q, v)) is not epic. Thus horn dim,,*BP,(X(q, v)) > 3 (3.13). 

(Note that c(Sq4.S’q2Sq’) . p( - 1, + 1) $ 0; so we have actually used the Steenrod operation 

estimate (4.8).) To be gross, S”X(q, v)) is an ” honest” 22 dimensional complex. Apply (4.3) 

with t = 45 and k = 15. 45 < 1.5 + 2(23 + 22 + 2 + 1) implies horn dim,,*BP,(S”X(n, v)) 

= horn dim,,. BP,(X(q, v)) < 3; so our lower estimate was the best possible. 

Remark 4.24 The only torsion of H,(X(q, v); Z) is 2-primary. Forp = 2, BP(l),( ) = 

k,( ) @ ZC2). Our analysis in (4.23) gives that k,(X(q, v)) @ ZC2) = 0 and that [: 

MU,(X(q, v)) + k7(X(q, v)) fails to be an epimorphism. In Baas’ work on bordism with 

singularies, he constructed a tower of spectra 

MU-+... --+ MU(2) -+ MU(l) -+ MU(O) = KZ (4.25) 

and asked whether analogs of the Conner-Smith theorems held [6]. The proof of (2.7) 

implies MU{ I),( ) @ Z(,, and k,( ) @ Z(,, are isomorphic; so MU( l)2(X(q, v)) = 0 and 

c: MU,(X(47, v>> + MU(l),(JfCrl, v)> . IS not epic. The rows and columns in (4.26) are MU- 
Bockstein sequences and X = X(q, v). 
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(4.26) 

:\lU( l)L( X) = 0 

P is epic and i is not; so G: MU,(X) + MU(2),(X) fails to be epic even though horn dim,u* 

Mu*(X(rl, v)) =3. This shows that the Conner-Smith program cannot be generalized by a 

MU tower of spectra without localization. 

Example 4.27. Fix a prime p. There is some least integer s such that a stable mapf’: 

CPU) = Sz + S* of degree p’q, gcd(p, q) = 1, extends to a stable mapf: CP(p”) -+ S’. Let Y 

be the cofibre of J Hi( Y; Zt,,) = 0 for i < 2 and i = 3. H2( Y; Z(,,) r Z,,. For i z-3, 

Hi( Y;Zc,,) is Zo,, free. 6: Hi(CP(pn); Z,) -+ H”‘( Y; Z,) IS an isomorphism for i > 2. Let t E 

H’(CP(p”); Z,) be a generator, then P” # 0. P”-‘...~PP’B(t) = 6(PP”-‘~~~PV’f) = 
qgP”-‘. . gpPtP) = . . . = qgJP”-’ lP”_’ 

) = S(fp”) # 0. By (4.19) and (3.13), horn dim,,. 

BP,( Y) > n + 1. The stable dimension of Yis 2p” - 1; so it can be represented as an “ honest” 

complex of dimension 4p” - 2. 4p” - 2 < p”+ ’ + . . . + p + 1 for positive n; thus our dimen- 

sion estimate (4.4) assures us the above lower bound is the best possible and horn dim,,. 

BP,(Y) = n + 1. This shows that the upper bound estimate of Corollary 4.4 is, in fact, a 

good one. 

Remark 4.28. This computation of horn dim,,. BP,(Y) is the first example known to 

the authors of a complex with a high horn dim,,. BP,( ) which is known precisely. 

Remark 4.29. H*( Y; Z) is concentrated in odd dimensions; so the usual spectral se- 

quence 

E;-*(Y) = H*( Y; MU*) => MU*(Y) 

collapses and MU*(Y) + H*( Y; Z) is epic. This horn dim,W,*MU*( Y) = 1 while horn 

dim MU.M U,( Y) is high. 

Remark 4.30. The lower bound of horn dim,,. BP,(Y) could be done usingtheannihil- 

ator ideal data found on p. 173 of [14]. One needs only to localize the data at the primep and 

then recall the Milnor manifolds V2p4-2 represent polynomial generators of MU* 0 Zcpj. 

$5. ASSORTED PRODUCTS AND SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 

The aims of this section are twofold. First, we shall complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 

and then we shall construct a variety of spectral sequences. 

LEMMA 5.1. Let Y be a connected C W spectrum with H,( Y; Z,,,) a free Z(,,) module of 

finite type, then for any C W spectrum X 

P(nz): BP*( Y) o,,,BKn)*(X) -BP(n)*( Y A X) 
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and 

p(G): BP<n)*(X)O,,*BP*(Y)+ BP(n)*(X A Y) 

are isomorphisms. 

Proof. BP,(Y) is a free BP, module (3.10); so both BP,(Y) mBp, BP(n),(-) and 

BP(n),( Y A -) are homology theories. When X = So, p(nz) is proved to be an isomor- 

phism by bookkeeping arguments. By the uniqueness theorem for homology theories, 

p(ns) is an isomorphism for all X. The proof for p(nG) is the same. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let (5.3) be a commutative diagram with exact rows. If u and/l are isomor- 

phisms, then 

o+c,J+c* 

h-II-‘a 

- T-+0 

(5.3) 

Proof: Routine. 

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let X and Y be connected C W spectra with Zcpj homology of finite 

type. If either (i) horn dim,,. BP,(X) < n + 2 and horn dim,,, BP,( Y) = 0 or (ii) horn dim,,, 

BP,(X) < 1, hold, then there is a natural short exact sequence (5.5). 

0 + BP,(X) OBp, BP(n),( Y)p(n, BP(n),(X A Y) + Torf>(BP,(X),BP(n),( Y)) + 0. 

(5.5) 

If horn dim,.,,. BP,(X) < n + 1 and horn dim,,. BP,(Y) = 0, then p(z) is an isomorphism. 

Proof: First, we choose a BP, resolution of X, giving us a short exact sequence 

0 ---t BP,(W) ‘1. BP,(A) 2 BP,(X) --f 0 

with BP,(A) a free BP, module. This induces the commutative diagram (5.6). 

O-T-*BP,( W)OHP BP(n),( Y) 
K y 

BP*(X)OBp.BP<n)+( Y)+O 

i 

,l,Y BP,(A)O,,.BP(n),( Y) 

I 
P., 

! 

P.\- 
(5.6) 

r+ 
BP(/7),(Wr\ V) A 

J-? 
BP(n),(A A k’) - BP(n)*(Xr\ Y) 

1 

T = ToryP*(BP,(X), BP(n),(Y)). 

TOP Vol. 12 No. 4-D 
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By (5.1) pA is an isomorphism. If (ii) holds, then BP,( CV) is also BP, free and so pW is an 

isomorphism. So (ii) and Lemma 5.2 imply the exactness of (5.5). If horn dim,, BP,( Y) = 0 

and if 0 c horn dim,,. BP,(X) < n + 1, fi = BP(n),(f) GDP_ BP,( Y) is epic by (5.1) and 

(3.15) So 8 = 0 and pW is an isomorphism by induction on horn dim,,. BP,( ) implying 

px is an isomorphism by the “five” lemma. So if(i) holds, pW and pA are isomorphisms 

and the exactness of (5.5) follows again from Lemma 5.2. 

PROPOSITION 5.7. Let X be a connected C W spectrum with Zcpj homology offinite type. 

There is a natural short exact sequence (5.8) 

BP(n),(X) -+ To~!:~tXn+’ ‘(BP(n + l),(X); Z,,,) + 0 (5.8) 

p(n,zl) is an isomorphism if and only if horn dim,,*BP,(X) < n + 1. 

Proof: Apply the functor BP(n + l),(X) @xC,,tx,+ ,, to the ZCpj[,yn+ ,] free resolution of 

Z (P) ’ 
‘I”+, 

0 + z(p,b.+ll - Z,,,k+ II -+ Z(p) + 0 

to yield: 

T = Tor~!:)tXn+“(BP(n + l)*(X);Z,,,) 

O-, T+BP(n + l),(X) LBP(n + l>,(X)+BP<n + ~)*(X)OZ~,,[~.+,,Z~~)-’ 0 

I ! 

=zz 

I 

p(n, ” + 1) 

(5.9) 
BP(n + l)*(X) a BP(n + l),(X) % BP(u),(X) 

A ,I + I 

The exact sequence (5.8) follows from (5.2). Note that p(nT 1) is epic if and only if 

p(n, n + 1) is epic which occurs if and only if horn dim,,. BP,(X) SZ n + 1 by (3.8; 3.13). 

PROPOSITION 5.10. Let X be a finite complex. If Torf:(BP,(X), BP(n),) = 0, rhen 

horn dim,,. BP,(X) < n + 1. 

Prooj: The exact sequence 

O-BP(n+ I)+ x BP(n + 1), -+ BP(n), -+ 0 

induces the exact sequence 

TorEp:_ I., zpn+~+z(BP*(X). 

By an induction 

Torf:(BP,(X), BP(n + 

BP(n + l),) + Tory:(BP,(X), BP(n + l),) + 

Tory:(BP,(X), BP(n>*). 

on dimensions, Tor?:(BP,(X), BP(n),) = 0 implies 

l).J = 0. By iteration, this implies Tory?(BP,(X) BP(m),) = 0 
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for m > n. horn dim,,*BP,(X) is a finite number (4.5). Suppose horn dim,,.BP,(X) = 

m+l>nf 1. The short exact sequence 

0 + BP(m), ‘+m BP(m), -+ BP(m - l)* + 0 

induces the top exact row in the commutative diagram: 

0 = To<:(BP,(X), BP(m - 1),) + BP(X)@,,* BP(m),& BP,(X) OBp, BP(m), 

!- Am. P) I- p(m. ao) (5.11) 

- 

X”, 

BP(m),(X) - BP(m)*(X). 

The p(m, ~0)‘s are isomorphisms (5.4); so multiplication x, is manic in BP(m),(X). Thus 

horn dim,,. BP,(X) d m (3.13) which is a contradiction. So the supposition horn dim,,, 

BP,(X) > n + 1 is false. 

PROPOSITION 5.12. Let X be ajnite complex. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) horn dim,,_ BP,(X) Q n + 1; 

(ii) p=): BP,(X) OBp. BP(n), ---) BP(n),(X) is an isomorphism; 

(iii) Tory:(BP,(X), BP(n),) = 0; 

(iv) TorT,:(BP,(X), BP(n),) = 0, j > 0; 

(v) pG+ 1): BP(n+ l),(X)@Z~p)tXn+ll Ztp, -+ BP(n),(X) is an isomorphism; 

(vi) ToI$~~‘[““+~~(BP(~ + l),(X), Zo,,) = 0; 

(vii) To$.~)~““+~~(BP(~ + l),(X), Z,,,) = 0, j > 0. 

Proof. The following implications have been established: (i) 3 (ii) (5.4); (i) 3 (iii) 

(5.4; (iii) * (i), (5.10); (iv) j (iii), (trivial); (i) o (v)o (vi), (5.7); and (vii) => (vi), (trivial). 

We now demonstrate (iii) => (iv) and (ii) =- (i). The reader may complete the proof of (vi) * 

(vii) to finish the proposition. 

To prove (ii) q (i), note that in diagram (5.4) with Y= So, px epic implies fi is epic and 

thus gz to k manic. Just as in the proof of (3.13), BP(n),(W) is T, torsion free and horn 

dim,,* BP,(X) =$ n + 1. If W -+ A -+ X is a BP, resolution of X and if j > 1, then there is 

an isomorphism 

d: TorT,:(BP,(X), BP(n),) + TorTPi*,(BP*( W), BP(n),). 

The implication (i) = (iii) => (iv) is proved by induction over horn dim,,, BP,( ). 

Remark 5.13. For any C W spectrum X, there is a natural isomorphism 

T”-‘p(z): BP,(X) Bep, T,-‘BP(n)* --+ T,-‘BP(n),(X). 

Proof. If A is a finite complex with H,(A ; Z,,,) Z(,, free, then T,- I p(n, co) is an isomor- 

phism by (5.1). If W- A --t X is a BP, resolution for a finite complex X, then it is also 

a Ti’BP(n), resolution for X (use (3.7) and the proof of (3.15). Now one forms a diagram 
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like (5.6) and establishes the remark for finite complexes by induction on the homological 

dimension. It generalizes to arbitrary C W spectra by (3.1). 

Now we sketch the constructions of some spectral sequences related to our work. In 

this paper, our proofs do not employ these, but we have used such spectral sequences for 

first proofs and we feel these might be of independent interest in future investigations. For 

example, the original proofs of (3.6) and (6.5) used the following spectral sequence. 

PROPOSITION 5.14. Let X be a connected C W spectrum. There is a naturalfirst quadrant 

spectral sequence 

E:,(X) g BP+ - 1 >A9 0 (Z&A - BPO~)dW. 
The differentials are T.- , torsion valued and the spectral sequence collapses if and only if 

p(n - 1, n): BP(n),(X) + BP(n - l),(X) is epic. 

Prooj: Apply Corollary 2.5 of [ 171 to the BP Bockstein sequence (2.1). Each differential 

of the spectral sequence involves a T,_,-torsion valued A, (3.2) in its definition. (N.B. A 

key to sanity is to use the indexing conventions of the first derived exact couple of the exact 

couple on page 337 of [21].) 

We shall now establish some spectral sequences which arise from the geometric resolu- 

tion of a complex. The first such spectral sequence takes the form 

Ei,,(X, Y) r To$;(BP,(X), BP(n),(Y)) * BP(n),(X A Y) 

for - 1 < n < CO. For n = CO or Y = So, this spectral sequence appears in both [l] and [13]. 

Our main contribution is to put in the module theories BP(n),( ) in a more significant 

way. The proofs are essentially those found in [l] and [13]; so we offer only sketches. We 

shall assume X and Y are finite complexes, although Lemma 5 of [20] may be used to extend 

the results to a more general setting. 

PROPOSITION 5.15. There is a naturaljirst quadrant spectral sequence 

Ef,,(X, Y) =Tor!,F(BP,(X), BP(n),(Y)) * BP(n), (X A Y) 

with edge homomorphism 

BP,(X) OBp. BP<n),( Y) = E&(X Y) -+ E&(X Y) -+ BP<nMX A Y) 

identified with the external product. BP, acts on E;,,(X, Y) commuting with dlferentials 

(which have bidegree (-r, r - 1)). 

Sketch proof. We establish a diagram 

(5.16) , 

where each cofibration 

fJ 
Wj 2 Aj - 

wj-l 
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is a BP.+. resolution of Wj _ I in the sense of (3.11) U;* is epic and BP,(A,) is BP,-free.) 

O--*BP,(A,) (9m_l’/m)t BP&,_,)+...--+ 
(@J*f1). 

BP,@ 1) - 
fo. 

BP,(&) - BP*(X) ---* 0 

is a free BP, resolution of the module BP,(X). Apply the functor BP(n),( - A Y) to the 

diagram (5.16) to obtain an exact couple with Ef,,(X, Y) = BP(n),(Aj A Y) E BP,(A,) 

@,,,BP(n),(Y) (5.1) and d,f’,* = (gj_I o~j)*O 1. Identification of E:,,(X, Y) and con- 

vergence of the resulting spectral sequence are then routine. The proof of naturality is 

naturally tedious and is done in detail in [13]. 

PROPOSITION 5.17. There is a natural spectral sequence 

E’;‘(X, Y) = Extii.(BP,(X), BP(n)*(Y)) => BP(n)*(X A Y) with edge homomorphism 

BP(n)*(X A Y) -+ Ez*(X, Y) c Ei**(X, Y) = Hom,,*(BP,(X), BP(n)*(Y)) induced by 

the slant product (see pp. 2.58f of [37]). BP, z BP-* acts on E:**(X, Y) and commutes with 

the differentials (which hate bidegree (r, 1 - r)). 

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of (5.15) with the following lemma replacing (5.1). 

LEMMA 5.18. Let A be ajinite complex with BP,(A)free BP,. For anyfinite complex Y 

there is a natural isomorphism induced by the slant product 

BP(n)*(A A Y) -+Hom,,(BP,(A), BP(n)*(Y)). 

Proof: First establish the isomorphism for Y = So and then use the uniqueness theorem 

for cohomology theories. 

Remark 5.19. There are dual spectral sequences to (5.15) and (5.17): just change the 

upper stars to lower stars and vice versa. They can be obtained by applying S-duality to 

(5.15) and (5.17) since we are using finite complexes; or, one can build a BP* geometric 

resolution for BP*(X) directly. Because BP,(X) and BP*(X) can have dramatically different 

module structure (see 4.29) it may be possible to play one against the other. 

Remark 5.20. The spectral sequences obtained above can be done in much greater 

generality. Using Sullivan’s theory of manifolds with singularities 171, we can kill off selected 

polynomial generators of MU, to obtain a homology theory MUS,( ). MUS is then a 

module theory over MU. The same proofs give spectral sequences once we replace BP by 

MU and BP(n) by MUS. 

$25. SPHERICAL CLASSES IN BP,(X) 

Choose generators I, f BP,(Sm), compatible with suspensions, and let 1, = p(n, co)z, E 

BP(n),(S”). For each - 1 < n d co, there is a natural Hurewicz homomorphism q.: 

rrs(X)--f BP(n),(X) which sends the class of a stable mapf: S” + X to& E BP(n),(X). 

A class of BP(n),(X) is said to be spherical if it is in the image of qn. 

THEOREhl 6.1. Let X be ajinite complex. The Hurewicz homomorphism 

qn: nz(BP A x> = BP,(X) -+ BP(n),(BP A X) 

is a monomorphism if horn dimBp* BP,( X) < n. 
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Proox We do the n = io case first. v~: .;(BP A X)--L JT,(BP A BP A X) = 
BP,(BP A X) has a left inverse induced by the pairing BP A BP + BP. So qr, is split manic. 

Now supposef: S” + BP A X is a stable map representing a class in the kernel of q.. 

BP(n),(_f)(l,) = 0 implies BP(n),(f) E 0. Let SmL BP A X5 C -!!+ SmC1 be the stable 

cofibration sequence induced byf: It then induces a short exact sequence: 

0 + BP(n),(BP A X)% BP(n),(C) --t BP(n),(S”+‘) --* 0. (6.2) 

Now we assume horn dim,,. BP,(X) d n. Since H,(BP; Z,,,) is Z(,,-free, BP(n),(BP A X) 
z BP,(BP) @,,,BP(n),(X) (5.1). x, acts monomorphically on BP(n),(X) (3.13) and 

BP,@‘) 0 BP.- is an exact functor; so s, multiplication in BP(n),(BP A x) is manic. It is 

certainly manic in BP(n),(S”+‘); so a simple application of the “five” lemma to two copies 

of (6.2) implies that X, multiplication is manic in BP(n),(C). Recall that if X, multiplication 

is manic in BP(n),(Y), then .r,+ 1 multiplication is manic in BP(n + l),(Y) for Y = BP A X 
or C (3.6). Thus the columns of commutative diagram (6.3) are exact. 

0 0 

BP(n + l),(BP A x) 91 BP+ + l),(C) 

I ‘X”+l I ‘X”f, 

BP(n + l),(BP A X) 92 BP@ + 1)*(C) 

I An,n+ 1) I p(n,n+ 1) 

0 + BP(n),(BP A X) 
41 

- BP(n),(C). 

(6.3) 

0 

By an induction on dimensions, beginning in negative dimensions, gJ is manic. So g2 is 

manic by the “five” lemma. So BP(n + l),(g) is manic. Continuing inductively, we see 

that BP(N),(g) is manic for N > n. For N sufficiently large, BP,(g) = BP(N),(g). Thus 

0 = BP(N),(f)(l,) = BP,(f)(z,) = qp If]. Since q, is a monomorphism, [f] = 0. We 

conclude that when horn dim,,,BP,(X) < n, the kernel of q,, is trivial. 

Remark 6.4. Recall from (2.7) that BP(l) is equivalent to G, the Adams-Anderson- 

Meiselman summand of connective k-theory localized at the prime p. It was shown in 

Proposition 6.2 of [17] that the.n = 1 case of Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to: the Hurewicz 

homomorphism 

q L : BP,(X) 4 G,(BP A X) 
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is a Z (pj split monomorphism for a finite complex X with horn dim,,. BP,(X) = 0. It is well 

known [4] and elementary to show that this last statement is equivalent to the Hattori form 

of the Stong-Hattori theorem [4; 15; 16; 28; 341. 

COROLLARY 6.5. Let f: X -+ Y be a stable map of finite complexes. If horn dim,,. BP, 

(X) G n and if BP(n),(f): BP(n),(X) + BP(n),(Y) is manic, then BP,(f): BP,(X) + 

BP,(Y) is also manic. 

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the commutative diagram (6.6) 

0 

BP,(X) 
BP.(f) 

l BP,(Y) (6.6) 

BP(n),(BP A X) BP(n),(BP A Y) 

r z 

0 + BP,(BP) Osp* BP(n),(X) Bp*(Bp) esp*Bp’n)*(‘) l BP,(BP) OBp. BP(n),( Y) 

COROLLARY 6.7 (Conner). Let X be afinite complex. If 0 # y E (x, + , , x, + 2 , . . .).BP,(X) 

E kernel p(n, co) is spherical, then horn dim,,, BP,(X) 2 n + 1. 

Proof. Letf: S” + X be a stable map representing y in that BP,(f)l, = y. Let g: X-t Y 

be the canonical map to the cofibre of J Since 0 = p(n, co) y = p(n, CD) BPJJ)z, = 

BP(nMJ) An, a) 1, = BP(n)*(f)!, , BP(n),(g) is manic. Since 0 # y = BPJf)t, E kernel 

BP,(g), horn dim,,. BP,(X) > n by (6.5). 

CONJECTURE 6.8. If S” 5 X -% Y is a cofibration sequence of finite complexes and if 

horn dim,,, BP,(X) < n, then horn dim,,. BP,( Y) < n + 1. 

Remark 6.9. We once advertised (6.8) as being proved. P. E. Conner observed that 

(6.7) is a corollary of (3.13) and (6.8). Although we found a gap in our argument for (6.8), 

Conner’s observation motivated our proof of Theorem 6.1. 

The main result of [I81 is that if X is a finite complex with k-skeleton X’, then horn 

dim,“. MCI,(X) < n implies horn dim,,. MU,(X’:) < n provided that n = 0, 1, 2. Then 

n = 2 version follows from Proposition 6.10 by skeletal induction. The reader is invited 

to construct his own proof of the n = 1 version. 

PROPOSITION 6.10. Let v S” 1, X 5 Y be a cojibration of finite complexes. Suppose the 

cellular dimension of X is at most m. If horn dim,,. BP,(Y) < 2, then horn dim,,. BP,(X) < 2. 

Proof. Suppose horn dim,,. BP,(X) > 2; so there is an element 0 # a E BP(2),(X) 

with x2.a = 0 (3.13). We may write a = x2’. b with 0 # ~(1, 2)(b) E BP(I),(X). b is a T, 
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torsion element and thus is a T, torsion element (3.2). So p( 1, 2)(b) is T, torsion. Consider 

the BP Bockstein sequence 

H s+zp-1(X; Z,,,)~BP(l),(X)~BP(l),+zp_t(X). 

Since Hr+Zp-l(X; Z,,,) = 0 f or s + 2p - 1 > m, x1 multiplication is manic in dimensions 

greater than m - 2p + 1. We conclude that the dimension of b is well below m and thus 

0 #g,(b) E BP(2),(Y). Since b is T, torsion, this would give Tz torsion in BP(2),(Y) 

contradicting the hypothesis that horn dim,,* BP,( Y) < 2 (3.13). 

Question 6.11. If 0 # y E BP(n),(X) is a T, torsion element, can s + 1 be greater than 

the cellular dimension of X? 
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